INTRODUCTION SESSION 1 (13:00 – 14:30)

1. Welcome and Presentation of the KRISTINA Project
2. Language analysis in KRISTINA
3. Facial expression and gesture analysis in KRISTINA
4. Social and Emotional Signal Interpretation in KRISTINA
5. Dialogue management in KRISTINA
6. Information and Knowledge handling in KRISTINA
7. Spoken language production in KRISTINA
8. KRISTINA as virtual character

WALK AROUND SESSION (14:30 – 18:00)

Stands presenting the individual technologies in KRISTINA

(Coffee and pastries served throughout the event)
How to get to the LebensPhasenHaus

by car

There are only a few parking facilities at LebensPhasenHaus. Please use the parking garage „Ebenhalde (Morgenstelle)“ Schnarrenbergstr. 158, 72076 Tübingen.

To get to LebensPhasenHaus, cross „Ebenhalde“ and go along on „Rosenau“. You will find the LebensPhasenHaus on your left.

by public transportation

From the bus stop „Botanischer Garten“ it is a five minutes’ walk to LebenPhasenHaus (ca. 500m). Lines 5, 13 and 17 approach this bus stop.

From the bus stop, head west and turn into „Ebenhalde“. After 150m turn right again into „Rosenau“. Keep on walking until LebensPhasenHaus appears on your left.